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Abstract
In this paper we present a new classifier based on sequential classification rules for protein localization prediction. We also
present three compact representations for encoding, in a concise form, the knowledge available in a classification rule set.
Experiments run on the Gram-bacteria data set show that the classifier achieves both high prediction and good recall. Furthermore,
since rules can be easily interpreted, biologists can understand classification results. To further improve classification performance,
an SVM classifier is used to process data not covered by means of the sequential rule classifier.
c 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Classification is an important data mining technique which allows the automatic assignment of unlabeled data
objects to the proper class. In the biological domain one important classification problem is the prediction of the
subcellular localization for proteins, since localization plays an important role as regards the protein functionality.
In the biological domain, classification tools can fruitfully support biologists when they address the following
issues. (i) The classification model allows high classification precision (at least 90%), and (ii) the achieved recall is
as high as possible. Hence, the classifier performs a reliable prediction and allows the classification of many data.
(iii) Finally, the classifier should support biologists in understanding classification results, i.e., why a certain data is
assigned to a given class.
In this paper we propose a new classifier for localization site prediction, which allows meeting the three
requirements above. Our classification model is based on sequential classification rules [1]. These rules are
implications where the antecedent is a sequence of symbols (i.e., amino acid residues in the case of protein sequences)
and the consequent is a class label.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we consider a family of disease-causing bacteria, called
Gram-bacteria [2]. This family is composed by two large groups, named Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.
In Gram-negative bacteria a protein may be resident at one of five primary localization sites (i.e., cytoplasm, inner
membrane, periplasm, outer membrane, and extracellular), while Gram-positive bacteria has three primary localization
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Table 1
Example sequence data set D
SID

Sequence

Class

1
2
3

ADCA
ADCBA
ABE

c1
c2
c1

sites (i.e., cytoplasm, periplasm, and cell wall). Knowledge about protein localization can support the design of
antibiotic and vaccine drugs.
Experiments show that our classifier achieves both high precision and good recall, while providing a highly
interpretable model. In our approach, a data is classified by a group of rules (usually about 10 rules). This set highlights
the relevant properties of an unlabeled data causing its assignment to the class. Since rules can be easily read and
interpreted, biologists can straightforwardly understand the classification results.
Our model is based on a compact representations of classification rules. In this paper we discuss three concise
representations to encode the knowledge available in a classification rule set. These forms are based on the
abstractions of general and specialistic rule, and compact rule. These forms are themselves a valuable instrument
for biologists, since they provide a smaller and more easily understandable class model than traditional sequential rule
representations.
To further improve classification performance, we extended our classifier by means of a two-level classification
approach, where data not covered by the sequential rule classifier are processed using an SVM classifier.
Previous works on protein localization include SVM [3], neural network [4], and Markov chain models [5].
PSORTb v.2.0 [6] combines different techniques to improve classification performance. However, in all these
approaches, classification results are not interpretable. A few works addressed localization prediction by means of
sequential rules. [7] generates very precise classification models, but low recall is obtained due to the reduced model
size. To improve recall, uncovered data are processed using an SVM classifier.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic concepts and notation, while Section 3 presents our
framework for sequential rule mining. Sections 4 and 5 describe the compact forms for sequences and for sequential
rules, respectively. Section 6 describes the algorithm to build the classifier, and Section 7 shows how the classifier is
used to classify a new data. Section 8 reports experiments run to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.
Finally, Section 9 draws some conclusions.
2. Definitions and notation
Let I be a set of items. A sequence S on I is an ordered list of items, where each item belongs to I. In a sequence,
each item can appear multiple times, in different positions. The length of S is the overall number of items in it. For
protein sequences, the set of items corresponds to the 20 amino acid residues.
A data set D for sequence mining consists of a set of input-sequences. Each input-sequence in D is characterized by
a unique identifier, named Sequence Identifier (SID). Each item within an input-sequence SID is characterized by its
position within the sequence. This position is the number of items which precede the item itself in the input-sequence.
When data set D is used for classification purposes, each input-sequence is labeled by a class label c. Hence, data
set D is a set of tuples (SID, S, c), where S is an input-sequence identified by the SID value and c is a class label
belonging to the set C of class labels in D. Table 1 reports a very simple sequence data set, used as a running example
in this paper.
Classification process is structured in two steps. First, data set D is split into two subsets, named training set and
test set. Training data are used to learn a model of the classes, called classifier. Then, the classifier is evaluated by the
precision and recall measures achieved on the test data. Consider a class c. Precision is the percentage of sequences
which belong to class c among those assigned to c. Recall is the percentage of data assigned to class c among those
which belong to c.
3. Sequential classification rule framework
In [8] we presented a general framework for sequential classification rule mining under user defined constraints. In
this paper we focus on a particular instance of the framework in [8], which is suitable for the biological application
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domain. In the following we characterize the framework specialization, by introducing all the main concepts that will
be exploited in the next sections.
A key concept in our framework is the notion of containment between two sequences. A sequence X is a
subsequence of a sequence Y when Y contains the items in X , in the same order in which they appear in X
[9,10]. Sequence containment can be ruled by introducing constraints, which define how to select items in Y that
match items in X .
The contiguity constraint introduced in [9] is particularly interesting in the biological application domain, where
sequences of adjacent items are mined from DNA or protein input-sequences. Given two arbitrary sequences X and
Y , X is a contiguous subsequence of Y , written as X ⊆ Y , when items in Y match items in X without any other
interleaved item. In the example sequence Y = ADCBA, some possible contiguous subsequence are ADC, DCB, and
BA.
The concept of sequence support is bound to data set D. For a sequence X , the support in a data set D is the number
of input-sequences in D which contain X [11]. When using the contiguity constraints, an input-sequence S contains a
sequence X when X is a contiguous subsequence of it. Formally, sup(X ) = |{(SID, S, c) ∈ D | X ⊆ S}|. A sequence
X is frequent with respect to a given support threshold minsup when sup(X ) ≥ minsup.
A sequential classification rule [11] is an implication in the form X → c, where X is a sequence and c is a class
label. Rule X → c is a sequential classification rule in a data set D, when there is at least one input-sequence S in D
such that (i) X is a contiguous subsequence of S, (ii) and S is labeled by class label c. We say that a rule r : X → c
covers (or matches or classifies) a data object d if X is a contiguous subsequence of d (i.e., d ⊆ X ). In this case, r
classifies d by assigning class label c to it.
The quality of a (sequential) classification rule r : X → ci may be measured by means of two quality indexes, rule
support and rule confidence [12]. These indexes estimate the accuracy of r in predicting the correct class for a data
object d. Rule support is the number of input-sequences in D which contain X and are labeled by class label ci . Hence,
sup(r ) = |{(SID, S, c) ∈ D | X ⊆ S ∧ c = ci }|. Rule confidence is given by the ratio conf(r ) = sup(r )/ sup(X ). A
sequential rule r is frequent if sup(r ) ≥ minsup.
Sections 4 and 5 present some concise representations for sequences and sequential classification rules in a data
set D. These forms require that subsequence relation to satisfy both the transitivity and the containment property. The
contiguous subsequence relation meets both requirements [8].
Consider three arbitrary sequences in X , Y , and Z in D. The transitive property states that if X ⊆ Y and
Y ⊆ Z , then it follows that X ⊆ Z . The containment property says that if X ⊆ Y , then it follows that
{(SID, S, c) ∈ D | X ⊆ S} ⊇ {(SID, S, c) ∈ D | Y ⊆ S}. The containment property corresponds to the so
called anti-monotone property of support both for sequences and classification rules. Hence, sup(X ) ≥ sup(Y ), and
for an arbitrary class label c it is sup(X → c) ≥ sup(Y → c).
The concepts of closed and generator sequences are based on the containment property. These concepts are
then exploited to define three concise forms for a sequential rule set. The transitivity property allows defining the
classification relation between general and specialistic rules.
4. Compact sequence representations
In [8] we defined a general framework for sequential rule mining under different types of constraints. Within
the framework, we introduced the concepts of constrained closed sequence and constrained generator sequence to
represent in a compact form sequences in a data set. In this work we define a specialization of the framework
which addresses the contiguity constraints between consecutive items. Special cases of the above definitions are the
contiguous closed sequence and the contiguous generator sequence. To increase readability, the term “contiguous” is
omitted in the following, but it is always assumed.
Intuitively, a closed sequence is the maximal subsequence common to a set of input-sequences in D. A closed
sequence X is a concise representation of all sequences Y that are contiguous subsequences of it (i.e., Y ⊂ X ), and
have its same support (i.e., sup(X ) = sup(Y )). A closed sequence X which represents a sequence Y is the sequential
closure of Y . Among the sequences with the same sequential closure, the shortest sequences are called generator
sequences.
Definition 1 (Contiguous Closed and Generator Sequence). Let X be an arbitrary sequence X in D. Then
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• X is a contiguous closed sequence iff there is not a sequence Y in D such that (i) X ⊂ Y and (ii) sup(X ) = sup(Y ).
• X is a generator sequence iff there is not a sequence Y in D such that (i) Y ⊂ X and (ii) sup(X ) = sup(Y ).
In the example data set, ADC is a contiguous closed sequence with support 66.66%. ADC represents contiguous
sequences D, C, AD, DC, ADC. D and C are generator sequence for ADC.
Knowledge about generators associated to a closed sequence X allow generating all sequences having X as
sequential closure. For example, let closed sequence X be associated to a generator sequence Z . Consider an arbitrary
sequence Y with Z ⊂ Y and Y ⊂ X . Then, X is the sequential closure of Y . From the containment property, it follows
that sup(Z ) ≥ sup(Y ) and sup(Y ) ≥ sup(X ). Since Z and X have equal support (X is the sequential closure of Z ),
then Y has the same support as X . Thus, sequence X is the sequential closure of Y .
5. Compact representations of sequential classification rules
Based on the concepts of closed and generator sequence, we propose three compact representations to encode
the knowledge available in a sequential classification rule set. One concise form is a lossless representation of the
complete rule set and allows regenerating all encoded rules. The other two representations capture respectively the
most general and the most specific information in the rule set. All representations provide a smaller and more easily
understandable class model than traditional sequential rule representations.
To define the compact forms, we first introduce the concept of specialization of a sequential classification rule.
Consider two arbitrary sequential classification rules ri : X → ci and r j : Y → c j . Rule r j is a specialization of a
rule ri if ri is more general than r j , i.e., ri has fewer conditions than r j in the antecedent (X ⊂ Y ). Both rules assign
the same class label and have equal support and confidence. When rule r j is a specialization of a rule ri , then any new
data object covered by r j is also covered by ri . This property follows from the transitive property of the contiguous
subsequence relation.
Based on the notion of specialization of a sequential rule, we can introduce the concepts of general and specialistic
classification rule. These rules characterize the more general (shorter) and more specific (longer) classification rules
in a given classification rule set.
Definition 2 (General and Specialistic Rule). Let R be the set of frequent sequential classification rules for D, and
ri ∈ R an arbitrary rule.
(i) ri is a general rule in R iff @r j ∈ R, such that ri is a specialization of r j .
(ii) ri is a specialistic rule in R iff @r j ∈ R such that r j is a specialization of ri .
In the example data set, BA → c2 is a contiguous general rule with respect to the rules CBA → c2 and DCBA → c2 .
These rules have support 33.33% and confidence 100%. Instead, B → c2 is a contiguous specialistic rule with support
33.33% and confidence 50%. The contiguous rules ADCB → c2 and ADCBA → c2 which include it have support
equal to 33.33% and confidence 100%.
In [8] we formalized the concepts of general and specialistic rule by means of the notions of closed and generator
sequence.
Lemma 1 (General and Specialistic Rule). Let R be the set of frequent sequential classification rules for D, and
r ∈ R, r : X → c, an arbitrary rule.
(i) r is a general rule in R iff X is a generator sequence in D.
(ii) r is a specialistic rule in R iff X is a closed sequence in D.
5.1. Compact classification rule set
In this section we present a compact form to encode a classification rule set, which allows the regeneration of
the original rule set R. In the compact form, both general and specialistic rules are explicitly represented. All the
remaining rules are summarized by means of an appropriate encoding. The compact form consists of a set of elements
named compact rules. Each compact rule includes a specialistic rule, a set of general rules, and encodes a set of rules
that are specializations of them.
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Definition 3 (Compact Rule). Let M be an arbitrary closed sequence in D, and G(M) the set of its generator
sequences. Let c ∈ C be an arbitrary class label. F : (G(M), M) → c is a compact rule for D. F represents all
rules r : X → ci for D with (i) ci = c and (ii) M is the sequential closure of X .
The rule set represented in a compact rule F : (G(M), M) → c includes: (i) the rule r : M → c, which is a
specialistic rule since M is a closed sequence; (ii) the set of rules r : G → c that are general rules since G is a
generator sequence for M (i.e., G ∈ G(M)); (iii) a set of rules r : X → c that are a specialization of rules in (ii). For
rules in case (iii), the antecedent X is a subsequence of M (i.e., X ⊆ M) and it completely includes at least one of the
generator sequences in G(M) (i.e., ∃G ∈ G(M)|G ⊆ X ). All rules represented in a compact rule are characterized by
the same values of support and confidence.
In the example data set, the contiguous classification rules BA → c2 , CB → c2 , CBA → c2 and DCBA → c2 are
represented in the compact rule ({BA, CB}, DCBA) → c2 . These rules have support 33.33% and confidence 100%.
Based on the concept of compact rule, we propose a compact representation of R named Compact Classification
Rule Set (CCRS). This compact form includes one compact rule for each specialistic rule in R. Each compact rule
includes the specialistic rule itself and all general rules associated to it. In [8], we proved that set CCRS is a minimal
and complete representation of R.
In the CCRS representation, each compact rule contains all information needed to generate all the rules encoded in
it independently of the other rules in the set. Hence, it is always possible to regenerate set R starting from the CCRS
rule set. From CCRS we can mine other two sets which represents the most general and most specific information
available in CCRS. These sets are respectively the set of generator rules in CCRS (called GRS) and the set of closed
rules (named CRS). Depending on the application domain, general rules, specialistic rules, or the complete rule set
may be used for classification.
6. Sequential rule classifier generation
In this section we present the algorithm to select the most appropriate rules to include in the classification model.
In the localization prediction of membrane proteins, our aim is to preserve high precision while achieving
good recall. To obtain high classification precision, differently from previous work, when two rules have the same
confidence and support, we prefer the longest one (specialistic rule) to the shortest one (general rule). Since a
specialistic rule includes more constraints, we consider that it will be more accurate when classifying new unlabeled
data. A closed rule is the specialist (longest) rule within the rules encoded in a compact rule. Hence, we exploited the
closed rule set to generate the classification model.
Our algorithm for the classifier generation is based on the database coverage technique [13], a pruning technique
which selects, by means of an heuristic, a subset of rules to cover the training data. The database coverage technique
discards rules that do not correctly classify any training case, i.e., rules that either wrongly classify the training data
or do not classify any training data. A training data is removed from the training set immediately after it is covered by
one selected rule.
We experimentally verified that in some cases the selected rule set may be too small, causing low classification
recall when classifying new unlabeled data. To allow a wider selection of rules, in our approach a training data
remains in the training set until it is covered by at least δ rules (δ ≥ 1). Since this approach allows the generation
of a richer rule set, when classifying a new data object, more rules may classify it thus yielding potentially higher
classification accuracy.
The algorithm, whose pseudocode is shown in Fig. 1, is described in the following. The algorithm receives as input
the closed rule set CRS, the training data set D, and the parameter δ. Set CRS includes rules with support above a
given threshold. Set CRS has been mined by using the algorithm proposed in [8].
We perform a binary classification. Within each group (either Gram-positive or Gram-negative bacteria), one
location site is considered as positive class and the remaining sites as negative class. Hence, we remove from set
CRS rules not labeled with the positive class.
Each data d in D is associated with a variable d.machted, to count the rules in CRS matching it. Each rule r in
CRS is associated with a variable r.classified, to memorize the data in D matched by r , and a variable r.right to
compute the data in r.classified correctly classified by r .
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Fig. 1. Sequential rule classifier generation.

As a preliminary step, a global order is imposed on the rule set CRS. Rules are sorted first on descending confidence,
next on descending support, then on decreasing length, and finally lexicographically on items in the rule antecedent
(line 2). As discussed above, we always assign an higher rank to longer rules over shorter ones.
All the rules in set CRS are then considered one by one in the sort order. For each rule r , all training data in set D
covered by it are included in set r.classified. When a new data d is added to r.classified, counter r.right is incremented
if rule r assigns the correct class label to d, decremented otherwise (lines 7–9).
When all data in D have been considered, rule r is checked. Rule r is discarded from set CRS when it wrongly
classifies the majority of data in r.classified (i.e., r.right < 0), or no data in D is covered by r (line 10). When rule r
is included in the final classifier the matching counter of each data in r.classified is incremented by one (line 14). Data
covered by δ rules are removed from set D and they will not be considered further (lines 15–16).
The procedure is repeated for the next rule in R in the order. The entire loop is iterated until either the training set
D or the rule set R become empty.
7. Classification
Classification is performed by considering multiple classification rules to assign the class label to a new unlabeled
data. Rules in the classifier are sorted based on the global order described above. When a new case is to be classified,
we select the first γ rules matching the data (γ ≥ 1). Due to the adopted rule order, these rules represent the subset of
matching rules with the highest quality. A data instance is classified when it is matched by at least γ rules. Hence, it
is assigned to the positive class. Otherwise, it is assigned to the negative class.
When a data is classified, the matching rule set (including γ rules) summarizes the properties of the data which
determine its assignment to the positive class. Since rules can be easily read and interpreted, biologists can analyze
and understand classification results.
In the training phase, parameter δ allows tuning the amount of information in the classification model, in order
to increase (or decrease) recall. In the classification phase, parameter γ allows tuning classification precision. By
growing γ , a stronger classification constraint is set. The classification process becomes more accurate since less
sequences can be wrongly assigned to the positive class. Experimental results, discussed in Section 8, will show that
by tuning parameters δ and γ , both high precision and good recall are achieved. The optimal results are obtained for
values of parameter γ ranging from 6 to 16. The interpretability of classification results is thus preserved.
To further improve the classification performance, we implemented a two-level classification approach, where data
assigned to the negative class by the sequential rule classifier are post-processed by an SVM classifier. SVM classifiers
achieve good precision and recall, but they do not attempt to make classification understandable. For this reason, we
apply the SVM classifier as a second step following the sequential rule classifier.
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Table 2
Data sets
Data set
Neg-Inner
Neg-Outer
Neg-Extra
Pos-Cellwall
Pos-Extra

Sequences
1572
1572
1572
576
576

Positive sequences
292
477
191
61
183

Sequence length
min

max

avg

61
55
73
52
40

487
465
449
487
478

3479
3705
3374
3011
3269

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are based on the Structural Risk Minimization principle from computational
learning theory [14]. The basic idea in SVM approach is to build an hyperplane which separates positive examples
from negative ones. The hyperplane is build by using training data. A new data is assigned to the positive or negative
class based on the side of the hyperplane the data is located.
To build the SVM classifier, first dimensions (also called features) of the multidimensional space are defined, and
then training data are represented in the multidimensional space. In our approach, we used closed sequences, mined
with a given support threshold, as features. Each data is located in the multidimensional space based on the closed
sequences included in it. We selected closed sequences instead of generator sequences, since, analogously to the case
of rules, we believe that longer sequences may provide more precise classification. Closed sequences have been mined
by using the algorithm proposed in [8], sightly modified in order to ignore the class labels.
8. Experimental results
We performed a variety experiments to evaluate our approach by addressing the following issues:
• compression achievable by considering the proposed compact representations
• classification performance of the sequential rule classifier, in terms of both precision and recall, and interpretability
of classification results
• classification performance, in terms of both precision and recall, obtained when coupling the sequential rule
classifier with an SVM classifier.
To run the experiments we considered two groups of membrane proteins, the Gram-negative bacteria and the Grampositive bacteria. Each group contains proteins with different primary location sites. As representative examples,
we considered three location sites (i.e., Neg-Inner, Neg-Outer, and Neg-Extra) for Gram-negative bacteria, and
two location sites (i.e., Pos-Cellwall and Pos-Extra) for Gram-positive bacteria. Each data set has been created by
considering one location site as positive class and the remaining sites within the group as negative class. Table 2
shows, for all considered data sets, the number of sequences, the number of positive sequences, and the minimum,
maximum, and average sequence length.
Experiments were run on an Intel P4 with 2.8 GHz CPU clock rate and 2 GB RAM. Both algorithms to generate
the classification model and to perform classification of a new data, have been implemented in ANSI C.
8.1. Characteristics of the compact representations
Let R be the set of all rules which satisfy a support threshold and GRS and CCRS the set of general rules and
compact rules satisfying the same constraint. Fig. 2(a) reports the total number of rules in sets R, GRS, and CCRS
for different support thresholds for the Neg-Outer data set. Fig. 2(b) shows the compression achieved by the compact
representations CCRS and GRS. To measure the compression factor (CF%) achieved by the two sets, we compare
|CCRS|
their size with the size of set R, CF% = (1 − |GRS|
|R| )% and CF% = (1 − |R| )%.
The compression factor increases when the support threshold decreases, and it is significant when set R includes
many rules. When the support is below 0.3%, R is a large rule set (from 20,000 to 400,000 rules), while set CCRS
has a significantly smaller size. Compression ranges from 60% to 90%. An high compression factor indicates that
rules whose antecedent is a closed sequence are a small fraction of R. Hence, a small subset of R encodes all useful
information to model the class.
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(a) Number of rules.

(b) Compression factor.
Fig. 2. Number of rules and compression factor for Neg-Outer data set.

Table 3
Performance comparison
Data set

Neg-Inner
Neg-Outer
Neg-Extra
Pos-Cellwall
Pos-Extra

Our approach
δ
Rules
65
30
50
50
65

2800
3600
2250
870
3340

SVM
γ
13
8
8
10
16

Rules
Prec./Rec.

Rules + SVM
Prec./Rec.

97/45
97/39
96/40
96/44
90/31

98/86
98/79
95/64
90/69
95/70

Prec./Rec.

rSVM [7]
Rules
Prec./Rec.

Rules + SVM
Prec./Rec.

99/85
98/75
96/49
91/65
97/65

97/42
100/23
96/24
91/38
93/29

98/88
98/81
93/44
89/68
92/68

Sets GRS and CCRS have a comparable size for high support values. In this case the subset of rules having as
antecedent a closed sequence or a generator sequence are almost the same. Instead, set CCRS is characterized by a
(slightly) lower size then CCRS for low support thresholds (lower than 0.3%).
8.2. Size of classification model
The size of the final classification model depends on the values of parameter δ used in the training phase to perform
rule selection and on the support threshold for rule extraction. The results reported in Table 3 show that the optimal
classification performance (best compromise between precision and recall) are obtained for low supports and with
models including some thousands of rules. Hence, our algorithm carefully selects a small subset of closed rules to
include in the classification model, which is thus quite compact.
8.3. Sequential rule classification performance
For classification rule extraction, we adopted low support thresholds in order to generate rich rule sets from which
the classification model is selected by tuning parameter δ. The support threshold has been set to 0.1% for NegOuter and Neg-Extra data sets, 0.2% for Neg-Inner, 0.5% for Pos-Cellwall, and 0.25% for Pos-Extra. The confidence
constraint has not been enforced. A 5-fold cross validation test has been used to compute the classifier precision and
recall.
Various experiments have been performed to study the precision and recall measures, when varying parameters
δ and γ . A representative subset of these experiments is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Results show a similar behavior
in all protein data sets. Given a classification model (obtained by setting parameter δ), by growing parameter γ the
classification precision increases, while the recall measure decreases. Using larger matching rule sets (i.e., higher
values of γ ), the classification process becomes more accurate and less sequences are wrongly classified. On the other
hand, some data instances which are less represented within the model, cannot satisfy stronger matching constraints
and are not assigned to the target class (even if they belong to it).
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(a) Neg-Inner precision.

(b) Neg-Inner recall.

(c) Neg-Outer precision.

(d) Neg-Outer recall.

(e) Neg-Extra precision.

(f) Neg-Extra recall.
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Fig. 3. Precision and recall for Gram-negative bacteria.

In all protein data sets, both precision and recall measures vary significantly for low values of parameter γ
(approximately for γ ranging from 1 to 10, depending on the classification model). Above a given threshold for
parameter γ (approximately for γ higher than 10), precision tends to be stable, while recall still decreases, but less
significantly. Hence, stronger matching constraints do not further improve the classification performance.
By increasing parameter δ, a richer classification model is generated. Experiments show that a larger rule set allows
improving recall. However, the classification may be less accurate since rules with lower confidence and support values
are included in the model. In case of larger classification models, satisfying precision values are obtained by means of
higher γ values.
Biologists may tune the δ and γ parameters to generate suitable classification models. In most applications,
biologists require achieving good recall while preserving high precision (at least 90%). As shown in Figs. 3 and
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(a) Pos-Cellwall precision.

(b) Pos-Cellwall recall.

(c) Pos-Extra precision.

(d) Pos-Extra recall.
Fig. 4. Precision and recall for Gram-positive bacteria.

4, both requirements are meet by considering rich classification models (increasing δ), and stronger constraints during
the classification phase (increasing γ ). We observe that the optimal results (best compromise between precision and
recall) are obtained for values of γ ranging approximately from 6 to 16. Since the matching rule sets are characterized
by a limited size, the interpretability of classification results is always preserved.
8.4. Combining sequential rule classifier and SVM
We use an SVM classifier to post-process data assigned to the negative class by the sequential rule classifier. We
performed several experiments to tune the SVM classifier parameters. For both Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria, we consider closed sequences with support threshold at least 1% as SVM features. We used the linear kernel
function, with the C parameter (the trade-off between training error and margin) set to 1.
Fig. 5 plots the precision and recall measures for the Pos-Extra data set when the SVM classifier is applied on the
negative class obtained by applying the sequential rule classifier. We report the Pos-Extra data set when parameter δ is
set to 16 and varying parameter γ . We analyze the Pos-Extra data set as a representative example, since an analogous
behavior has been observed for the other protein data sets, albeit for different values of parameters δ and γ .
The SVM classifier improves the recall achieved by the sequential rule classifier, while preserving (and also slightly
improving) precision. Hence, some data assigned to the negative class by the sequential rule classifier, are classified
into the positive class by SVM. The contribute of the SVM classifier becomes more relevant when growing parameter
γ . For low values of γ , the recall of the sequential rule classifier is high (see Section 8.3), and the SVM classifier is
(almost) not used. By increasing γ , recall decreases, and thus more data is covered by the SVM classifier.
Table 3 provides a comparison between our approach, SVM alone and a previous approach based on sequential
rules [7]. For our approach we report both recall and precision obtained by rules alone and by rules coupled with SVM,
analogously to the approach in [7]. For each data set, we selected the values of δ and γ which allows maximizing
recall and achieving precision higher than 90%. The number of rules in the classification model is also reported. By
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(a) Pos-Extra precision.
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(b) Pos-Extra recall.
Fig. 5. Precision and recall combining sequential rule classifier and SVM.

combining the two approaches, the performance of the SVM stand-alone are on the average preserved and in some
cases also improved. Furthermore, our approach also provides an interpretable model, which is not available when
using only an SVM classifier.
The approach reported in [7] generates very small (about 30 rules) and precise classification rule models. Due to
their reduced size, these models classify (very precisely) only a small subset of data. Hence, they achieves rather low
recall.
By using a sequential rule classifier, biologists can analyze rules covering the data to understand classification
results. We believe that, in the case of low recall, this potential advantage is limited since only a few data actually
contribute to the model. In addition, very precise models with low recall tend to classify only those data that are
“expected” to belong to the class, hence providing less insight into the model structure.
Our approach improves the rule model quality by increasing recall while preserving high precision.
When considering the combination of classification rules and SVM, results in Table 3 show that our combined
approach outperforms the approach in [7], with respect to both precision and recall in most data sets.
9. Conclusions
In protein localization predictions, biologists are interested in achieving both high precision and recall, while
preserving the interpretability of classification results. To meet all these requirements, we proposed a new classifier
based on sequential classification rules. Our algorithm for rule selection generates rich classification rule sets.
Classification by means of multiple classification rules allows improving precision. Experiments show that our
classifier achieves good classification performance. To further improve performance, we exploited an SVM classifier
to process data not covered by the sequential rule classifier.
When low support thresholds are considered, huge rule sets may be generated. Three forms have been presented
to encode the knowledge available in a classification rule set. Experiments show that these forms achieve significant
compression rates especially when low support thresholds are considered. Hence, these forms represent a more easily
understandable class model.
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